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Hazelwood School District 

Mission Statement 
We are a collaborative learning community guided by a relentless focus to ensure each student 

achieves maximum growth 

Vision Statement 
HSD will foster lifelong learners, productive citizens, and responsible leaders for an ever-

evolving society. 

Board of Education on January 5, 2010 

Goals 
Goal #1: Hazelwood students will meet or exceed state standards in all curricular area with 

emphasis in reading, writing, mathematics, science and social studies. 

Goal #2: Hazelwood staff will acquire and apply skills necessary for improving student 

achievement. 

Goal #3: Hazelwood School District, the community, and all families will support the learning of 

all children. 
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Curriculum Overview 

AP Physics is an algebra-based, introductory college-level physics course. Students cultivate 
their understanding of physics through inquiry-based investigations as they explore these 
topics: kinematics; dynamics; circular motion and gravitation; energy; momentum; simple 
harmonic motion; torque and rotational motion; electric charge and electric force; DC circuits; 
and mechanical waves and sound.  

AP Physics is a full-year course that is the equivalent of a first semester introduction college 
course in algebra-based physics. This course requires that 25 percent of the instructional time 
be spent in hands-on laboratory work, with an emphasis on inquiry based investigations that 
provide students with opportunities to apply the science practices. 

Students explore principles of Newtonian mechanics (including rotational motion); work, 
energy, and power; mechanical waves and sound; and introductory simple circuits. The course 
is based on six Big Ideas, which encompass core scientific principles, theories, and processes 
that cut across traditional boundaries and provide a broad way of thinking about the physical 
world. The following are Big Ideas:  

Big Idea 1: Objects and systems have properties such as mass and charge. Systems may 
have internal structure.  
Big Idea 2: Fields existing in space can be used to explain interactions.  
Big Idea 3: The interactions of an object with other objects can be described by forces.  
Big Idea 4: Interactions between systems can result in changes in those systems.  
Big Idea 5: Changes that occur as a result of interactions are constrained by 
conservation laws.  
Big Idea 6: Waves can transfer energy and momentum from one location to another 
without the permanent transfer of mass and serve as a mathematical model for the 
description of other phenomena. 

Taken from AP Central  

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/pdf/ap-physics-1-course-and-exam-

description.pdf?course=ap-physics-1 
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COURSE TITLE: Advanced Placement (AP) Physics 

GRADE LEVEL: 10-12 

CONTENT AREA: Science 

Course Description: 

This course is the follow-up to Physics. A student who succeeds in this course will be well 
prepared for any introductory college physics course. This course will expand the concepts of 
mechanics, light, sound, electricity, and magnetism covered in Physics. It will additionally 
cover thermal physics and modern physics. Students taking this course are strongly 
encouraged to take the Advanced Placement exam. Students taking the Advanced Placement 
exam may receive college credit if they receive a qualifying score. 

Course Rationale: 

The Advanced Placement Program enables willing and academically prepared students to 
pursue college-level studies - with the opportunity to earn college credit, advanced 
placement, or both - while still in high school. AP Biology Physics uses scientific inquiry for 
investigation throughout the course.  This requires students to reason scientifically about 
scientific principles, theories and processes in order to establish their own understanding of 
relevant physics information.  

Course Scope and Sequence 

UNIT 1:  KINEMATICS 

(4 weeks) 

UNIT 2:  NEWTON’S LAWS OF 
MOTION 
(5 weeks)  

UNIT 3:  GRAVITATION AND 
CIRCULAR MOTION 
(4 weeks) 

UNIT 4:  WORK, ENERGY, 
POWER, AND LINEAR 
MOMENTUM 
(7 weeks)  

UNIT 5:  TORQUE AND 
ROTATIONAL MOTION 

(5 weeks) 

UNIT 6:  SIMPLE HARMONIC 
MOTION, WAVES AND 
SOUND 
(4 weeks)  

UNIT 7:  ELECTROSTATICS 
AND SIMPLE ELECTRIC 
CIRCUITS 
(3 weeks) 

AP Exam Review 

(2-3 weeks) 

Approved Course Materials and Resources: 
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Cutnell and Johnson. (2017). Physics. 10th Edition. Wiley. 

Essential Terminology/Vocabulary 

UNIT 1:  KINEMATICS 
acceleration, backward, complementary angles, displacement, distance, distance over time 
(s=d/t), forward, free fall, gravity, incline, kinematics, magnitude, meter (m), m/s, m/s^2, 
motion, negative acceleration, negative displacement, parabola, path dependent, path 
independent, position, position-time graph, positive acceleration, projectile, projectile 
motion, reference frame, scalar, speed, trajectory, vector, velocity, and velocity-time graph. 

UNIT 2:  NEWTON’S LAWS OF MOTION 
acceleration, action force, action-reaction pair, air-resistance, balanced force, classical 
mechanics, contact force, dynamics, dynamic equilibrium, equilibrium, force, free fall, free-
body diagram, friction, gravity, inertia, inertial frame of reference, kilogram, kinetic energy, 
long-range forces, mass, momentum, net force, newton, Newton’s first law of motion, 
Newton's laws of motion, Newton’s second law of motion, Newton’s third law of motion, 
normal force, potential energy, projectile motion, reaction force, speed, superposition of 
forces, tension, terminal velocity, vector, velocity, weight, and unbalanced force. 

UNIT 3:  GRAVITATION AND CIRCULAR MOTION 
angular acceleration, angular velocity, center, centrifugal force, centripetal, centripetal 
acceleration, circular motion, circumference, critical velocity, escape velocity, frequency, 
gravitational potential energy, gravitational constant, gravity, inverse, Kepler’s first law of 
planetary motion, Kepler’s third law of planetary motion, Law of universal gravitation, orbit, 
orbital velocity, parabolic downwards curve, period, radial acceleration, satellite, speed, static 
friction, straight line, tangential velocity, torque, uniform circular motion, and velocity.  

UNIT 4:  WORK, ENERGY, POWER, AND LINEAR MOMENTUM 
conservation of energy, conservation of momentum, conservative force, effort, elastic 
collision, elastic potential energy, force, force units, gravitational potential energy, ideal 
machine, impulse, inelastic collision, input, joules, kinetic energy, linear momentum, mass, 
Law of conservation of energy, lever, mechanical advantage, mechanical energy, momentum, 
non-conservative force, output, pendulum, potential energy, power, resistance, simple 
machine, velocity, watt, and work. 

UNIT 5:  TORQUE AND ROTATIONAL MOTION 
angular acceleration, angular momentum, angular velocity, center of mass, centrifugal force, 
Coriolis force, displacement, law of conservation of angular momentum, lever arm, linear 
momentum, moment of inertia, radian, radius of gyration, revolution, rotational inertia, 
rotational kinetic energy, and torque.  

UNIT 6:  SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION, WAVES AND SOUND 
amplitude, actinodes, beats, compression wave (longitudinal), constructive, crest, 
destructive, diffraction, Doppler effect, frequency, Hertz, in-phase, interference pattern, 
longitudinal wave, loudness, mechanical waves, natural frequency, node, out of phase, 
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period, periodic motion, pitch, reflection, refraction, resonance, simple harmonic motion, 
sound, standing waves, superposition (interference), superposition principle, transverse 
wave, trough, vibration, wave, and wavelength.   
 
UNIT 7:  ELECTROSTATICS AND SIMPLE ELECTRIC CIRCUITS 
Attract, charge, charge distribution, charge polarization, circuit diagram, complete circuit, 
conduction, conductor, coulomb, Coulomb’s Law, current, electric field, electric field lines, 
EMF, equivalent resistance, friction, fundamental charge, ideal wire, insulator, ionization, 
Kirchoff’s Junction Law, Kirchoff’s Loop Law, Law of Conservation of Charge, Ohm’s Law, 
parallel, polarization, repel, resistance, resistivity, and series. 

 

 

Unit Objectives: 

UNIT 1:  KINEMATICS 
1. Displacement 
2. Define position, displacement, distance, and distance traveled.  
3. Explain the relationship between position and displacement.  
4. Distinguish between displacement and distance traveled.  
5. Calculate displacement and distance given initial position, final position, and the path 

between the two.  
6. Vectors, Scalars, and Coordinate Systems  
7. Define and distinguish between scalar and vector quantities.  
8. Assign a coordinate system for a scenario involving one-dimensional motion.  
9. Time, Velocity, and Speed  
10. Explain the relationships between instantaneous velocity, average velocity, 

instantaneous speed, average speed, displacement, and time.  
11. Calculate velocity and speed given initial position, initial time, final position, and final 

time.  
12. Derive a graph of velocity vs. time given a graph of position vs. time.  
13. Interpret a graph of velocity vs. time.  
14. Acceleration  
15. Define and distinguish between instantaneous acceleration, average acceleration, and 

deceleration.  
16. Calculate acceleration given initial time, initial velocity, final time, and final velocity.  
17. Motion Equations for Constant Acceleration in One Dimension  
18. Calculate displacement of an object that is not accelerating, given initial position and 

velocity. 
19. Calculate final velocity of an accelerating object, given initial velocity, acceleration, and 

time. 
20. Calculate displacement and final position of an accelerating object, given initial position, 

initial velocity, time, and acceleration.  
21. Problem-Solving Basics for One-Dimensional Kinematics  
22. Apply problem-solving steps and strategies to solve problems of one-dimensional 

kinematics.  
23. Apply strategies to determine whether or not the result of a problem is reasonable, and 

if not, determine the cause. 
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24. Falling Objects  
25. Describe the effects of gravity on objects in motion.  
26. Describe the motion of objects that are in free fall.  
27. Calculate the position and velocity of objects in free fall.  
28. Graphical Analysis of One-Dimensional Motion  
29. Describe a straight-line graph in terms of its slope and y-intercept.  
30. Determine average velocity or instantaneous velocity from a graph of position vs. time.  
31. Determine average or instantaneous acceleration from a graph of velocity vs. time.  
32. Derive a graph of velocity vs. time from a graph of position vs. time.   
33. Derive a graph of acceleration vs. time from a graph of velocity vs. time.  
34. Kinematics in Two Dimensions 
35. Observe that motion in two dimensions consists of horizontal and vertical components.  
36. Understand the independence of horizontal and vertical vectors in two-dimensional 

motion.  
37.  Vector Addition and Subtraction: Graphical Methods  
38. Understand the rules of vector addition, subtraction, and multiplication.  
39. Apply graphical methods of vector addition and subtraction to determine the 

displacement of moving objects. 
40. Vector Addition and Subtraction: Analytical Methods  
41. Understand the rules of vector addition and subtraction using analytical methods.  
42. Apply analytical methods to determine vertical and horizontal component vectors.  
43. Apply analytical methods to determine the magnitude and direction of a resultant 

vector.  
44. Projectile Motion  
45.  Identify and explain the properties of a projectile, such as acceleration due to gravity, 

range, maximum height, and trajectory.  
46. Determine the location and velocity of a projectile at different points in its trajectory.  
47. Apply the principle of independence of motion to solve projectile motion problems.  
48. Addition of Velocities  
49. Apply principles of vector addition to determine relative velocity.  
50. Explain the significance of the observer in the measurement of velocity.  

 
UNIT 2:  NEWTON’S LAWS OF MOTION 

1. Development of Force Concept  
2. Understand the definition of force.  
3. Newton’s First Law of Motion: Inertia  
4. Define mass and inertia.  
5. Understand Newton's first law of motion.  
6. Newton’s Second Law of Motion: Concept of a System  
7. Define net force, external force, and system.   
8. Understand Newton’s second law of motion.  
9. Apply Newton’s second law to determine the weight of an object.  
10. Newton’s Third Law of Motion: Symmetry in Forces  
11. Understand Newton's third law of motion.  
12. Apply Newton's third law to define systems and solve problems of motion.  
13. Normal, Tension, and Other Examples of Forces  
14. Define normal and tension forces. 
15. Apply Newton's laws of motion to solve problems involving a variety of forces.  
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16. Use trigonometric identities to resolve weight into components.  
17. Problem-Solving Strategies  
18.  Understand and apply a problem-solving procedure to solve problems using Newton's 

laws of motion.  
19.  Apply problem-solving techniques to solve for quantities in more complex systems of 

forces.  
20. Integrate concepts from kinematics to solve problems using Newton's laws of motion.  
21. Discuss the general characteristics of friction.  
22. Describe the various types of friction.  
23. Calculate the magnitude of static and kinetic friction.  
24. Express mathematically the drag force.  
25. Discuss the applications of drag force.  
26. Define terminal velocity.  
27. Determine the terminal velocity given mass.  
28. Elasticity: Stress and Strain  
29. State Hooke’s law. 
30. Explain Hooke’s law using graphical representation between deformation and applied 

force.  
31. Discuss the three types of deformations such as changes in length, sideways shear and 

changes in volume.  
 
UNIT 3:  GRAVITATION AND CIRCULAR MOTION 

1. Rotation Angle and Angular Velocity  
2. Define arc length, rotation angle, radius of curvature and angular velocity. 
3. Calculate the angular velocity of a car wheel spin.  
4. Centripetal Acceleration  
5. Establish the expression for centripetal acceleration.  
6. Explain the centrifuge.  
7. Centripetal Force  
8. Calculate coefficient of friction on a car tire.  
9. Calculate ideal speed and angle of a car on a turn.  
10. Fictitious Forces and Non-inertial Frames: The Coriolis Force 
11. Discuss the inertial frame of reference.  
12. Discuss the non-inertial frame of reference. 
13. Describe the effects of the Coriolis force. 
14. Newton’s Universal Law of Gravitation  
15. Explain Earth’s gravitational force.  
16. Describe the gravitational effect of the Moon on Earth.  
17. Discuss weightlessness in space.  
18. Examine the Cavendish experiment  
19. Satellites and Kepler’s Laws: An Argument for Simplicity  
20. State Kepler’s laws of planetary motion.  
21. Derive the third Kepler’s law for circular orbits. 
22. Discuss the Ptolemaic model of the universe.  

 
 
UNIT 4:  WORK, ENERGY, POWER, AND LINEAR MOMENTUM 
Work:  The Scientific Definition 
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1. Explain how an object must be displaced for a force on it to do work 
2. Explain how relative directions of force and displacement determine whether the work 

done is positive, negative, or zero.  
3. Kinetic Energy and the Work-Energy Theorem  
4. Explain work as a transfer of energy and net work as the work done by the net force.  
5. Explain and apply the work-energy theorem.  
6. Gravitational Potential Energy  
7. Explain gravitational potential energy in terms of work done against gravity.  
8. Show that the gravitational potential energy of an object of mass m at height h on Earth 

is given by PEg = mgh.  
9. Show how knowledge of the potential energy as a function of position can be used to 

simplify calculations and explain physical phenomena.  
10. Conservative Forces and Potential Energy  
11. Define conservative force, potential energy, and mechanical energy.  
12. Explain the potential energy of a spring in terms of its compression when Hooke’s law 

applies.  
13. Use the work-energy theorem to show how having only conservative forces implies 

conservation of mechanical energy.  
14. Define non-conservative forces and explain how they affect mechanical energy.  
15. Show how the principle of conservation of energy can be applied by treating the 

conservative forces in terms of their potential energies and any non-conservative forces 
in terms of the work they do.  Conservation of Energy  

16. Explain the law of the conservation of energy.  
17. Describe some of the many forms of energy.  
18. Define efficiency of an energy conversion process as the fraction left as useful energy or 

work, rather than being transformed, for example, into thermal energy.  
19. Calculate power by calculating changes in energy over time.  
20. Examine power consumption and calculations of the cost of energy consumed.  
21. Work, Energy, and Power in Humans  
22. Explain the human body’s consumption of energy when at rest vs. when engaged in 

activities that do useful work.  
23. Calculate the conversion of chemical energy in food into useful work.  
24. World Energy Use  
25. Describe the distinction between renewable and nonrenewable energy sources.  
26. Explain why the inevitable conversion of energy to less useful forms makes it necessary 

to conserve energy resources.  
27. Define linear momentum.  
28. Explain the relationship between momentum and force. 
29. State Newton’s second law of motion in terms of momentum.  
30. Calculate momentum given mass and velocity.  
31. Define impulse.  
32. Describe effects of impulses in everyday life.  
33. Determine the average effective force using graphical representation.  
34. Calculate average force and impulse given mass, velocity, and time.  
35. Conservation of Momentum  
36. Describe the principle of conservation of momentum.  
37. Derive an expression for the conservation of momentum.  
38. Explain conservation of momentum with examples.  
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39. Explain the principle of conservation of momentum as it relates to atomic and 
subatomic particles. 

40. Elastic Collisions in One Dimension  
41. Describe an elastic collision of two objects in one dimension.  
42. Define internal kinetic energy.  
43. Derive an expression for conservation of internal kinetic energy in a one dimensional 

collision.  
44. Determine the final velocities in an elastic collision given masses and initial velocities.  
45. Inelastic Collisions in One Dimension  
46. Define inelastic collision. 
47. Explain perfectly inelastic collision.  
48. Apply an understanding of collisions to sports.  
49. Determine recoil velocity and loss in kinetic energy given mass and initial velocity. 
50. Collisions of Point Masses in Two Dimensions  
51. Discuss two dimensional collisions as an extension of one dimensional analysis.  
52. Define point masses.  
53. Derive an expression for conservation of momentum along x-axis and y-axis.  
54. Describe elastic collisions of two objects with equal mass.  
55. Determine the magnitude and direction of the final velocity given initial velocity, and 

scattering angle.  
56. State Newton’s third law of motion.  
57. Explain the principle involved in propulsion of rockets and jet engines.  
58. Derive an expression for the acceleration of the rocket.  
59. Discuss the factors that affect the rocket’s acceleration.  
60. Describe the function of a space shuttle. 

 
UNIT 5:  TORQUE AND ROTATIONAL MOTION 

1. The First Condition for Equilibrium  
2. State the first condition of equilibrium.  
3. Explain static equilibrium.  
4. Explain dynamic equilibrium.  
5. The Second Condition for Equilibrium  
6. State the second condition that is necessary to achieve equilibrium.  
7. Explain torque and the factors on which it depends.  
8. Describe the role of torque in rotational mechanics.  
9. Stability  
10. State the types of equilibrium.  
11. Describe stable and unstable equilibriums.  
12. Describe neutral equilibrium.  
13. Simple Machines  
14. Describe different simple machines. 
15. Calculate the mechanical advantage.  
16. Forces and Torques in Muscles and Joints  
17. Explain the forces exerted by muscles.  
18. State how a bad posture causes back strain.  
19. Discuss the benefits of skeletal muscles attached close to joints.  
20. Discuss various complexities in the real system of muscles, bones, and joints.  
21. Angular Acceleration  
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22. Describe uniform circular motion.  
23. Explain non-uniform circular motion.  
24. Calculate angular acceleration of an object.  
25. Observe the link between linear and angular acceleration.  
26. Kinematics of Rotational Motion  
27. Observe the kinematics of rotational motion.  
28. Derive rotational kinematic equations.  
29. Evaluate problem solving strategies for rotational kinematics.  
30. Dynamics of Rotational Motion: Rotational Inertia  
31. Understand the relationship between force, mass and acceleration.  
32. Study the turning effect of force.  
33. Study the analogy between force and torque, mass and moment of inertia, and linear 

acceleration and angular acceleration.  
34. Rotational Kinetic Energy: Work and Energy Revisited  
35. Derive the equation for rotational work.  
36. Calculate rotational kinetic energy.  
37. Demonstrate the Law of Conservation of Energy.  
38. Angular Momentum and Its Conservation 1  
39. Understand the analogy between angular momentum and linear momentum.  
40. Observe the relationship between torque and angular momentum.  
41. Apply the law of conservation of angular momentum.  
42. Collisions of Extended Bodies in Two Dimensions  
43. Observe collisions of extended bodies in two dimensions.  
44.  Examine collision at the point of percussion.  
45. Gyroscopic Effects: Vector Aspects of Angular Momentum  
46. Describe the right-hand rule to find the direction of angular velocity, momentum, and 

torque.  
47. Explain the gyroscopic effect.  
48. Study how Earth acts like a gigantic gyroscope.  

 
UNIT 6:  SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION, WAVES AND SOUND 

1. Observe the vibrations of a guitar string.  
2. Determine the frequency of oscillations.  
3. Simple Harmonic Motion: A Special Periodic Motion  
4. Describe a simple harmonic oscillator.  
5. Explain the link between simple harmonic motion and waves.  
6. Measure acceleration due to gravity.  
7. Determine the maximum speed of an oscillating system.  
8. Uniform Circular Motion and Simple Harmonic Motion  
9. Compare simple harmonic motion with uniform circular motion.  
10. Damped Harmonic Motion  
11. Compare and discuss underdamped and overdamped oscillating systems. 
12. Explain critically damped system.  
13. Observe resonance of a paddle ball on a string.  
14. Observe amplitude of a damped harmonic oscillator.  
15. Waves  
16. State the characteristics of a wave.  
17. Calculate the velocity of wave propagation.  
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18. Explain standing waves.  
19. Describe the mathematical representation of overtones and beat frequency.  
20. Calculate the intensity and the power of rays and waves.  
21. Sound  
22. Define sound and hearing.  
23. Describe sound as a longitudinal wave.  
24. Speed of Sound, Frequency, and Wavelength  
25. Define pitch.  
26. Describe the relationship between the speed of sound, its frequency, and its 

wavelength.  
27. Describe the effects on the speed of sound as it travels through various media.  
28. Describe the effects of temperature on the speed of sound.  
29. Sound Intensity and Sound Level  
30. Define intensity, sound intensity, and sound pressure level.  
31. Calculate sound intensity levels in decibels (dB).  
32. Doppler Effect and Sonic Booms  
33. Define Doppler effect, Doppler shift, and sonic boom.  
34. Calculate the frequency of a sound heard by someone observing Doppler shift.  
35. Describe the sounds produced by objects moving faster than the speed of sound.  
36. Sound Interference and Resonance: Standing Waves in Air Columns  
37. Define antinode, node, fundamental, overtones, and harmonics.  
38. Identify instances of sound interference in everyday situations.  
39. Describe how sound interference occurring inside open and closed tubes changes the 

characteristics of the sound, and how this applies to sounds produced by musical 
instruments.  

40. Calculate the length of a tube using sound wave measurements.  
41. Hearing  
42. Define hearing, pitch, loudness, timbre, note, tone, ultrasound, and infrasound.  
43. Compare loudness to frequency and intensity of a sound.  
44. Identify structures of the inner ear and explain how they relate to sound perception. 

Ultrasound  
45. Define acoustic impedance and intensity reflection coefficient.  
46. Describe medical and other uses of ultrasound technology.  
47. Calculate acoustic impedance using density values and the speed of ultrasound.  
48. Calculate the velocity of a moving object using Doppler-shifted ultrasound. 

 
UNIT 7:  ELECTROSTATICS AND SIMPLE ELECTRIC CIRCUITS 
Static Electricity and Charge: Conservation of Charge  

1. Define electric charge, and describe how the two types of charge interact with each 
other.  

2. Describe three common situations that generate static electricity.  
3. State the law of conservation of charge.  
4. Conductors and Insulators  
5. Define conductor and insulator, explain the difference, and give examples of each.  
6. Describe three methods for charging an object.  
7. Explain what happens to an electric force as you move farther from the source.  
8. Define polarization.  
9. Coulomb’s Law  
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10. State Coulomb’s law in terms of how the electrostatic force changes with the distance 
between two objects.  

11. Calculate the electrostatic force between two charged point forces, such as electrons or 
protons.  

12. Compare the electrostatic force to the gravitational attraction for a proton and an 
electron; for a human and the Earth.  

13. Electric Field: Concept of a Field Revisited  
14. Describe a force field and calculate the strength of an electric field due to a point 

charge. 7.13   
15. Calculate the force exerted on a test charge by an electric field.  
16. Explain relationship between electrical force (F) on a test charge and electrical field 

strength (E).  
17. Electric Field Lines: Multiple Charges  
18. Calculate the total force (magnitude and direction) exerted on a test charge from more 

than one charge  
19. Describe an electric field diagram of a positive point charge; of a negative point charge 

with twice the magnitude of positive charge  
20. Draw the electric field lines between two points of the same charge; between two 

points of opposite charge.  
21. Electric Forces in Biology  
22. Describe how a water molecule is polar.  
23. Explain electrostatic screening by a water molecule within a living cell.  
24. Conductors and Electric Fields in Static Equilibrium  
25. List the three properties of a conductor in electrostatic equilibrium.  
26. Explain the effect of an electric field on free charges in a conductor.  
27. Explain why no electric field may exist inside a conductor.  
28. Describe the electric field surrounding Earth.  
29. Explain what happens to an electric field applied to an irregular conductor.  
30. Describe how a lightning rod works.  
31. Explain how a metal car may protect passengers inside from the dangerous electric 

fields caused by a downed line touching the car.  
32. Applications of Electrostatics  
33. Name several real-world applications of the study of electrostatics.  
34. Electric Potential Energy: Potential Difference  
35. Define electric potential and electric potential energy.  
36. Describe the relationship between potential difference and electrical potential energy.  
37. Explain electron volt and its usage in submicroscopic process.  
38. Determine electric potential energy given potential difference and amount of charge.  
39. Electric Potential in a Uniform Electric Field  
40. Describe the relationship between voltage and electric field.  
41. Derive an expression for the electric potential and electric field.  
42.  Calculate electric field strength given distance and voltage.  
43. Electrical Potential Due to a Point Charge  
44. Explain point charges and express the equation for electric potential of a point charge.  
45. Distinguish between electric potential and electric field.  
46. Determine the electric potential of a point charge given charge and distance.  
47. Equipotential Lines  
48. Explain equipotential lines and equipotential surfaces.  
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47. Equipotential Lines  
48. Explain equipotential lines and equipotential surfaces.  
49. Describe the action of grounding an electrical appliance.  
50. Compare electric field and equipotential lines.  
51. Capacitors and Dielectrics  
52. Describe the action of a capacitor and define capacitance.  
53. Explain parallel plate capacitors and their capacitances.  
54. Discuss the process of increasing the capacitance of a dielectric.  
55. Determine capacitance given charge and voltage.  
56. Capacitors in Series and Parallel  
57. Derive expressions for total capacitance in series and in parallel. 
58. Identify series and parallel parts in the combination of connection of capacitors.  
59. Calculate the effective capacitance in series and parallel given individual capacitances. 
60. List some uses of capacitors.  
61. Express in equation form the energy stored in a capacitor.  
62.  Explain the function of a defibrillator.  
63. Current  
64. Define electric current, ampere, and drift velocity  
65. Describe the direction of charge flow in conventional current.  
66. Use drift velocity to calculate current and vice versa.  
67. Ohm’s Law: Resistance and Simple Circuits  
68. Explain the origin of Ohm’s law.  
69. Calculate voltages, currents, or resistances with Ohm’s law.  
70. Explain what an ohmic material is.  
71. Describe a simple circuit.  
72. Resistance and Resistivity  
73. Explain the concept of resistivity.  
74. Use resistivity to calculate the resistance of specified configurations of material.  
75. Use the thermal coefficient of resistivity to calculate the change of resistance with 

temperature.  
76. Calculate the power dissipated by a resistor and power supplied by a power supply.  
77. Calculate the cost of electricity under various circumstances. 
78. Alternating Current versus Direct Current  
79. Explain the differences and similarities between AC and DC current.  
80. Calculate rms voltage, current, and average power.  
81. Explain why AC current is used for power transmission.  
82. Electric Hazards and the Human Body 
83. Define thermal hazard, shock hazard, and short circuit.  
84. Explain what effects various levels of current have on the human body.  
85. Explain the process by which electric signals are transmitted along a neuron. 
86. Explain the effects myelin sheaths have on signal propagation.  
87. Explain what the features of an ECG signal indicate.  
88. Draw a circuit with resistors in parallel and in series.  
89. Calculate the voltage drop of a current across a resistor using Ohm’s law.  
90. Contrast the way total resistance is calculated for resistors in series and in parallel.  
91. Explain why total resistance of a parallel circuit is less than the smallest resistance of any 

of the resistors in that circuit.  
92. Calculate total resistance of a circuit that contains a mixture of resistors connected in 
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series and in parallel.  
93. Compare and contrast the voltage and the electromagnetic force of an electric power 

source.  
94. Describe what happens to the terminal voltage, current, and power delivered to a load 

as internal resistance of the voltage source increases (due to aging of batteries, for 
example). Explain why it is beneficial to use more than one voltage source connected in 
parallel. T 

95. Analyze a complex circuit using Kirchhoff’s rules, using the conventions for determining 
the correct signs of various terms.  

96. Voltmeters and Ammeters  
97. Explain why a voltmeter must be connected in parallel with the circuit.  
98. Draw a diagram showing an ammeter correctly connected in a circuit.  
99. Describe how a galvanometer can be used as either a voltmeter or an ammeter.  
100. Find the resistance that must be placed in series with a galvanometer to allow it to be 

used as a voltmeter with a given reading.  
101. Explain why measuring the voltage or current in a circuit can never be exact.  
102. Explain the importance of the time constant, τ, and calculate the time constant for a 

given resistance and capacitance.  
103. Explain why batteries in a flashlight gradually lose power and the light dims over time.  
104. Describe what happens to a graph of the voltage across a capacitor over time as it 

charges.  
105. Explain how a timing circuit works and list some applications.  
106. Calculate the necessary speed of a strobe flash needed to “stop” the movement of an 

object over a particular length. 
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